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"6NFITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

TO : G. H. Kiamons, Manager of Engineering Design and Construction, W12A9 C-K 

FROM : R. N. Culver, Director of Nuclear Safety Review Staff, 249A HBB-K 

DATE : August 19, 1982 

SUBJECT: INVESTIGATION OF ALLEGED IMPROPER TERMINAT1uN OF SERVICES OF A PERSONAL 
SERVICES CONTRACT EMPLOYEE - NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW STAFF REPORT R-82-16-BLN 

Attached is the NSRS report of an investigation ronducted at Bellefonte 
Nuclear Plant in accordance with a request from the General Manager on 
July 6, :982 (GNS 820702 050). The investigation dealt with the circum
stances surrounding the release of services of a personal services contract 
employee n4li IU a, and the resultant notice of apparent vio
lation by t eNucear Regulatory Commission in its IE Report Nos. 50-438/ 
81-26 and 50-439/81-26.  

The results of the investigation indicate that MrAB w"as not 
released due to a threat to discuss quality concerns with the NRC but was 
released for other reasons considered justifiable in releasing the services 
of a personal services contract employee.  

The report contains six NSRS concerns, expre:czd as conclusions and accom
panying recommendations which require attention by OEDC, CONST, and/or 
Bellefonte management. You are requested te provide us your plans for 
resolving these concerns within 30 days of receipt of the report. The 
response shou); specify actions taken or to be taken and the time frame 
for those acti ns 4Aich will be taken.  

Oe August 2, 1982 certain management concerns not addressed in this report 
were discussed with U. R. Brown. These concerns were discussed separately 
in that .hey were not directly related to toe issue involved in our investi
gation, although the concerns were identified durtag the course of the 
investigation.  

We appreciate the cooperation exhibited by members of your staff contacted.  
If you have questions concerning the contents of the report, please contact 
N. S. Kidd at extension 4816 in Knoxville.  

N. N. Culver 

Attachant 
cc (Attachbmet): 
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I. BACKGROUND 

In mid-August 1981 a quality control (QC) hanger inspector discovered 
a support inspection checklist with his name on it which had been 
written and signed by someone else. A few days later, August 21, 
1981, another QC hanger inspector discovered a Quality Control Investi
gation Report (QCIR) which he had originated that had been rewritten 
by another person who had signed his name. Concerns over.these "forged" 
documents and other documentation concerns were received by the NRC as 
allegations, and this led to the performance of an investigation by 
the NRC Region II office August 31 - October 1, 1981 at the Bellefonte 
site.  

During the performance of the NRC investigation, another allegation, 
involving the threat of discharge of a personal services contract 
employee (job shopper) for reporting the QCIR forgery to the NRC and 
higher supervision, was received by the NRC. This allegation, along 
with three others, were addressed in paragraphs 1.8.1 through I.B.4 of 
NRC's Investigation Report Nos. 50-438/81-26 and 50-439/81-26, issued 
January 11, 1982. '`t report contained a Notice of Violation citing 
TVA for apparently improperly discharging the job shopper, Mr. 410A " from employment at Bellefonte on Ceptember 4, 1981, in 
violation oTISection 210(a), Title II of the Energy Reorganization Act 
of 1974, as amended (Severity Level III). It also contained a Severity 
Level VI violation regarding signing of an inspector's name by another 
individual. No violations were identified on the remaining two allegations 
referred to above.  

The TVA response to the apparent violations was submitted to the NRC 
February 10, 1982. Regarding the Level III violation, it concluded 
that the job shopper had been terminated for justifiable reasons and 
that TVA had not violated the Energy Reorganization Act. The response 
admitted that the Level VI violation had occurred and stated that a 
site procedure, BNP-QCP-10.7, had been changed to prevent persons from 
signing someone else's name. In late June of 1982, TVA was notified 
by NRC Region II that the TVA response to the Level III violation was 
not acceptable and that NRC required further information on the matter.  

On July 2, 1982 the Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) was requested 
by representatives if OEDC and POWFR to independently investigate the 
circumstances and facts associated with the dimissal of the personal 
services contract employee and the resultant level III violation, and 
to draw conclusions based on the investigation. A formal request was 
made by the General fanager July 6, 1982 (reference CC). The investigation 
team was assigned JMty 2, 1982 and the investigation conducted July 
6-22. 1982 at the Bellefoste site and TVA oatc . ia tKnoxville.  

II. SCOt 

The NStS objective was to indepenadetly iavestigate the facts associa
ted with the termination of services of the job shopper employee and 
the resultant level III violation sad to draw conclusions based on 
that itvestigation. The scope also iacluded a review and discussion 
of personnel practices and procedures for contract employees.



The following actions were taken in the course of the investigation: 

Approximately 190 manhours were expended by the investigators at the site and Knoxville offices conducting interviews and reviewing 
records and other documentation.  
Interviews were conducted of 30 persons involved at the site 
(three by telephone).  

* Twenty signed statements were received based on the interviews.  

o A review was performed of available quality records and other 
documents involving the matter, including those necessary to establish a chronology of events or scenario (see Appendix B).  

A review was conducted of TVA personnel practices and procedures 
for job shoppers. Also policies and procedures for handling of 
concerns and allegations were reviewed and discussed.  

The investigators confirmed that BNP-QCP-l0.1 had been revised to prevent persons from signing someone else's name (Level VI violation).  
Otherwise, the investigation scope was limited in that only one of the four issues or allegations addressed in the NRC investigation was 
covered in the NSRS effort. This limitation was imposed because the NRC 
apparently had concerns with the response to the Severity Level III violation only. Also, time available for conduct of the investigation 
was limited. Practical restraints existed due to the time lapse and 
high turnover rate in the Hanger Engineering Unit ('iEU) at Bellefonte 
since the event.  

III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOWIENDATIONS 

The following paragraphs contain conclusions drawn from information 
gathered during the investigation. If applicable, recomendations 
imediacely follow the conclusion statement. Recomendations are made 
on those matters which NSRS bolieves need management attention and 
action.  

A. Conclusions Resa .- Mns Work Performance, Working 
Relationships, and Termination 

1. InMction Rate 

Based on available data and other information, the number of 
inspections performed was average with the possible exception 
of two Saturdays. (See paragraph IV.A.2 for details.) 

2. Qulity of Inspection 

The consensus of those interviewed was that his knowledge of 
hangers was very good and that his inspection work was above 
average. (See paragraph IV.A.2 for details.)



3. Ability to Document Inspection Results, Communicate Clearly 

Coworkers, including problem solvers on the 1st and 2nd A 
shifts, were essentially unanimous in stating thatis 
written work was adequate. On the other hand, supervisors 
on both shifts, combined with those in the records group, 
were evenly split on this matter. (See paragraph IV.A.2 for 
details.) 

4. Relationship with Others 

Generally, all first shift interviewees stated that tA 
was difficult to work with. The majority of second shift 
interviewees stated that there were few problems, if any, in 
working with him. (See paragraph IV.A.3 for details.) 

5. Reasons for Termination 

The services of the service contract employee were termi
nated for justifiable reasons including the failure to 
follow instructions; creation of undesirable working relation
ships, including threats to other employees; certain instances 
of low productivity; and getting on the "wrong side" of his 
iamediate supervisor. This action was found to be quite 
consistent with site practices and policies regarding job 
shoppers. (See paragraphs WV.A.6 and IV.C for further 
details.) 

B. Other Conclusions 

1. R-82-16-BUI-i01, Lick of Documentation of Document Review 
Effort 

As part of the evaluation and disposition of the QCIR rewriting 
problem, QCIR 12,486 required review of all QLlRs previously 
written by HEU in 1981 and documentation of the results of 
the review. As of July 15, 1982, the documentation of this 
effort had not been located. Lack of documentation is contrary 
to BNP-QCP-10.26, R4.  

NOTE: A completed QCIR was forwarded to NSRS Autust 3, 
1982, but 4ocumentation still Jid not appear to be coaplete.  

Recomendatzon 

The full review process actually conducted should be docu
mented as required. If this is not possible, the review 
should be repeated and documented to assure that all instances 
of rewriting have been accounted for and dispositioned.  
(See paragraph IV.A.8.b for details.)



2. R-82-16-bLN-02, Inconsistent Administration of Contract 
Employees 

Interviews and documentation reviewed revealed inconsisten
cies in the administrative handling of contract employees, 
especially in the details by which an indivijual's services 
are terminated. These inconsistencies leave TVA vulnerable 
to abuses of the intent of the Energy Reorganization Act.  

Recommendation 

Formalize in prescribed procedures administrative controls 
required for evaluating contract employees' job performance 
and for imposition of disciplinary measures including term
ination. These procedures should be OEDC wide as TVA may be 
vulnerable to abuses of other "whistle blower" statutes.  
These procedures should be coordinated with the Office of 
the General Counsel and the Division of Personnel. (See 
paragraph IV.B.l for details.) 

3. R-82-16-BLN-03, Potential for Bias in Investigating Employee 
Concerns 

Employee concerns/differing opinions are investigated in 
accordance with BLN-QCP 10.35 by the unit most involved with 
the concern. This practice impedes development of objective, 
unbiased results, and may explain, in part, employees' pre
ference in voicing concerns to the NRC.  

Recommendation 

Revise BLN-QCP-I0.35 to incorporate guidelines for a higher 
degree of independence in review of employee concerns/ 
differing opinions. These guidelines should be directed 
toward: 

a. Use of an existing independent or more impartial organi
zation to investigate employee concerns/differing opinions, 
such as the site QAU or CONST QA Manager (ACE) (unless 
those organizations are involved in the concern).  

b. Assure that all employees are familiar with the change 
to BLN-QCP 10.35 by documented training. (See paragraph 
IV.B.2.a for details.) 

4. R-82-16-BLN-04, Lack of Supervisory Training for Group 
Leaders 

Personnel interviews revealed a lack of supervisory training 
for group leaders within the HEU.  

Recommendation 

A formal supervibory training program should be developed



and implemented to address topics such as general supervisory 
practices, authorities and responsibilities, and TVA pol
icies on expression of staff views or differing opinions.  
This program should be project and division wide. (See 
paragraph IV.B.3 for details.) 

S. R82-16-BLN-05, Lack of Awareness of TVA CODE II, EXPRESSION 
OF STAFF VIEWS 

Interviews revealed a general and uniform lack of awareness 
of TVA CODE II EXPRESSION OF STAFF VIEWS and the role of 
the Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) in resolving employee 
concerns relating to safety or quality among nonsupervisory 
personnel.  

Recommendation 

Increased training/indoctrination efforts are required to 
ensure that employees are aware of and utilize procedures 
which implement TVA policies concerning expression of staff 
views. These efforts should be extended to all TVA nuclear 
plants. (See paragraph IV.B.4 for details.) 

6. R-82-16-BLN-06, Need for Independent Investigation and 
Documentation of Significant Hatters 

Neither of the efforts expended by HEU supervision or OGC in 
evaluating/reviewing the situation involving termination of 
the personal services contract employee cculd truly be 
characterized as investigations in the classical sense.  

Recommendation 

Significant or controversial situations such as potential 
violations of Severity Levels I, II, or III should be 
investigated by persons independent of tCe organization 
involved in the situation. Such investigations should be 
indepth examinations of all pertinent issues involved.  
Additionally, formal reports should be issued for management 
information and action. (See paragraph IV.B.5 for details.) 

IV. DETAILS 

In mid-August 1981, two quality control (QC) hanger inspectors in the 
Bellefonte HEU discovered that QA documents had been "forged." This 
and other concerns regarding documentation within the unit led to an 
investigation by the NRC August -31 - October 1, 1981. During the 
course of the NRC investigation, a job shopper w I 
was terminated. This individual alleged that he!-Men threatened 
with his job for having discussed quality concerns with the NRC. HEU 
management stated that the reasons Mr 4is services were no 
longer justified were primarily low productIity and QC documentation 
errors.
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This allegation, along with three others, were addressed in NRC's 
Investigation Report Nos. 50-438/81-26 and 50-439/81-26, issued 
January 11, 1982. That report contained a Notice of Violation citing 
TVA for apparently improperly discharging the job shopper-from employ
ment at Bellefonte on September 4, 1981, in violation of Section 
210(a), Title II of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended.  

The TVA reponse to the apparent violation was submitted to the NRC 
February 10, 1982. It concluded that the job shopper had been termi
nated for justifiable reasoLs and that TVA had not violated the Energy 
Reorganization Act. The reasons given for termination were overall 
job performance, including lack of satisfactory productivity; creation 
of undesirable working relationships with others; and paperwork defi
ciencies, such as inspection reports that were sometimes illegible, 
ungrammatical, and unclear.  

In late June of 1982 the NRC informed TVA that the response was not 
adequate and that additional information was required. On-July 2, 
1982, NSRS was requested to independently investigate the circum
stances and facts associated with the dismissal of the personal 
services contract employee and the resultant level III violation, and 
to draw conclusions based on the investigation. The investigation 
team was assigned July 2, 1982 and the investigation conducted July 
6-22, 1982 at the Bellefonte site and TVA offices in Knoxville.  

During the investigation, interviews were conducted of some 30 persons 
still at Bellefonte or who had worked at Bellefonte in the HEU during 
the August-September 1981 period (see Appendix A). Interviews of 
those people no longer working at Bellefonte were conducted by tele
phone. Persons interviewed included project management; HEU super
vision, including group leaders; and hanger inspectors and problem 
solvers who bad worked at Bellefonte during the time frame that 
rrA m was assigned there. Signed statements documenting the 

essence of conversations held during the interviews were received from 
20 individuals.  

Available quality records and other documents which were perceived as 
possibly-containing information on the matter were reviewed and dis
cussed. These documents are listed in Section -, References. Docu
ments reviewed included informal ones, which were found to be helpful 
in establishing a chronology of events or scenario (see Appendix B).  

TVA procedures for handling personal services contracts (reference R) 
were reviewed and discussed. Additionally, the practices and policies 
for handling of job shoppers at Bellefonte were discussed.  

The TVA program for handling differing staff opinions or expreisions 
of concern regarding quality or safety was reviewed and discussed.  
This included TVA CODE II EXPRESSION OF STAFF ViEWS as well as OEDC 
and site implementing procedures (references U, V, and X.8).  

Due to the nature of the issue, the investigators attempted to learn 
as much as possible within the time frame utilized about the job 
shopper, Mr i , including the quantity and quality of his



work, his relationship to others, and other circumstances pertinent to 
the release of his services. It should be noted that Mr. A 
did not wish to discuss the matter in any detail with the investigators.  

Based on the information obtained during the investigation, the following 
findings and conclusions are made: 

A. Findings Relating to the Job Shopper's Performance and Termination 
I . Hr s Work Experience and Site History 

Mr. was employed at another nuclear plant for 
about eight years as a mechanical and welding quality con
trol inspector immediately prior to being assigned to 
Bellefonte as a job shopper. He was assigned to Bellefonte 
Hay 28, 1981 as a hanger inspector through H. L. Yoh Company 
(contract TV53764A) and was certified as a hanger inspector 
per Bellefonte Quality Control Procedure (BNP-QCP) 6.17 on 
July 9, 1981. He was assigned to the second shift inspection 
group.  

2. Mr. "s Inspection Rate and Quality of Work 

a. Inspection Rate 

Based on available data and information obtained from 
those who knew him and worked with him, the number of hanger inspections performed was average to above 

average with the possible exception of two Saturdays.  
The investigators obtained information v'hich revealed 
that a far larger number of inspections could have been 
performed by HrA and his tezn member on one 
of those Saturdays.  

b. Quality of Inspection 

The concensus was that Ai's knowledge of hangers 
was very good and thatt re, caly, his inspection 
work was above average.  

c. Ability to Document Inspection Results and Communicate 
Clearly 

Coworkers, including problem solvers on the first and 
second shifts, were essentially unanimous in stating 
that O's written work was adequate.  

Supervision on both shifts, combined with those in the 
records group, were evenly split on this issue; first 
shift supervisors (includes group leaders) were quite 
negative on this issue, whereas second shift supervision 
had no problems with his written work.

| i •



A 
3. ý 's Relationship With Others

a. Supervision

Both members of first shift supervision having comments 
stated that he was difficult to work with. All three 

• ' responders from second shift supervision stated that 
there were no problems getting along with him.  

b. 4CoworkeziInspectors and Problem Solvers 

'Both first shift persons who had much interface said he 
was difficult to work with. Those from the second 
shift who had worked with him were evenly divided on 
this question.  

The investigators noted that the vast majority of 
persons interviewed describe as being hard 
to get along with (e.g., bullyh ar -aded, arrogant, 
or similar statements). Many of these I-scriptions 
came from those who had also stated th.- they had 
gotten Viong well with the individual.  

4. Nature of Job Shoppers' Concern 

In mid-August 1981 (exact date unknown) Richard Matkin, an 
H. L. Yoh contracted hanger inspector, discovered a support 
inspection checklist with his name on it which he had not 
prepared. He pursued this with his second shift group 
leader and discussed it with the individual responsible. He 
appeared to drop the issue for the time being.  
On August 21, 1981,normally assigned 

to work with Matkin, discovereda QCRw ich he had originated 
that had been rewritten and signed (his name) by someone 
else. Events which ensued are discussed in the following 
paragraphs.  

5. 's Pursuit of Concerns 

a. Events of the Evening of Discovery (8/21/81) 
(8/18/81 - per W only) 

became very upset about the forging of his 
hame an took the problem to the second shift group 
leader, W. R. Brown, who took him to the second shift 
Assistant Construction Engineer (ACE), P. L. Mercer.  A stated that the matter would be taken to the 
FBI, awyer, and bondsman. As noted in his complaint 
to the Department of Labor (DOL)A was also 
upset that the contents of the QCIw7ereMfferent, but 
his main concern appeared to be that someone had forged 
his name. Based on the contents of the original QCIR, 
as recalled by a, and the rewritten document,



the investigators concluded that the rewriting did not 
result in an adverse impact on quality or safety.  

Mercer discussed the problem with 0 6 and explained 
TVA's policy on differing staff opinions. He tried to 
dissuadeR from going to the FBI, but rather 
to use the TVA system for handling such concerns.  
Mercer called F. E. Gilbert, Construction Engineer, at 
home to tell him ofB s concern aid that A 
iwanted to take teproblem to the FBI.  
Gibert misunderstood who wanted to talk to 
and cautioned Mercer not to interfere with his going to 
the NRC. Mercer clarified that it was the FBI, not the 
NRC, thatAý wanted to talk to. Gilbert stated 
that he would look in to the matter on Monday, August 
24, 1981.  

b. Meeting on August 24, 1981 

A meeting was held on this date with Gilbert, Mercer, 
Matkin As , D. D. Horn, D. R. Gillies, and G.  
L. Portwoo attending. Per an organizational chart at 
that time, Horn was first shift inspection group leader 
and Acting Hanger QA Inspection Supervisor. Gillies 
was the Field Hanger Engineering Supervisor and Acting 
Assistant Unit Supervisor. Portwood was the QA Documenta
tion Group Leader (See Appendix A).  

The issue of signing someone else's name to a document 
was discussed. Also the writing ability of inspectors 
was discussed in that this was the reason given for 
rewriting of the documents. Regarding the writing 
ability of inspectors, Gilbert stated that ". . . if 
inspectors can't write properly, they should be trained 
or transferred to another job." At the time he incor
rectly thought the two inspectors were direct TVA 
employees.  

After the meeting, Horn talked to Matkin and R A 
and told them they were troublemakers for not following 
the chain of command by trying to take their problem to 
the NRC and higher supervision instead of coming to 
him.A explained he didn't want to go to the 
NRC. Horn insisted that they follow the chain of 
command. A i recalled Horn saying that he 
didn't like troublemakers and that if they could not 
handle the job he would have to let them to.Af 
also recalled that Horn used the words "fire you.  

J. Giacalone, who heard parts of the conversation, did 
not recall NRC being mentioned. To him, the essence of 
what Horn said was that they should go on about their 
business and do what they were told or they would be 
replaced.



Horn wanted to know why they didn't go to him first 
instead of Mercer.A said he didn't thins it 
would have done any goo to come to Horn based on 
Matkin's experience. Per Horn, the purpose of the dis
cussion was to cover following "chain of command" which 
he interpreted to mean following suprvisor's instruc
tions; therefore, according to Horn. didn't 
follow the chain of command when he took thp forged 
signature to Mercer.  

Later that day, or the nexi day, Brown informed Mercer 
that Matkin and "mhad been threatened by Horn 
because they had gone to the NRC. Mercer later told 
then an SE-6 group leader co'.l not fire them and 
offered to give them the name -f a QA man in Knoxville 
to call. He again explained TVA policy forbidding 
intimidation or retribution toward anyone who expresses 
a quality concern.  

c. Meeting on August 28, 1981 

Mercer was approached by a before dinner who 
told him he suspected Horn was going to fire him for 
going to the NRC. Horn and T. M. Brothers, Hangr-A 
Engineer Unit Supervisor, had talked tond 
Matkin that day. Mercer called Gilbert wo got rothers 
to come in. A meeting was held with Brothers, Horn, 
Brown, HatkinA in, Giacalone, and Mercer attending.  

The discussion centered around the alleged threat by 
Horn over goii., to NRC. Giacalor.e stated he had heard 
parts of th- 'treat made by Horn nd related what he 
had heard. Hatkin and telt too much pressure 
was being put on them so as to amper their work.  
Brothers said they were under no threat about NRC, but 
because their productivity wasn't high enough. Brothers 
explained the TVA policy of investigating quality coa
cerns without intimidation or'reprisals toward those 
who raise the concerns.  

Brothers requested Matkin and to write down 
their concerns so he could give a written answer and 
ave te time to do so. Neither did on this date.  

A never did, saying be wanted to discuss it 
with his lawyer. (Both provided brief statements on 
September 2, 1981 but these did not discuss the con
cerns.) Matkin later wrote that he was satisfied with 
the explanations given and was no longer concerned 
about threats.  

Brothers stated that starting Monday, Augut. 31, Hatkin 
and inere to report to his office at the 
beginn-Tng of each shift and discuss tne number of 
hanger inspections performed the previous shift.



d. Monday, August 31, 1981 

Matkin and stopped by Brother's office to 
report on numeroIangers inspected as previously 
requested on August 28. Brothers was disappointed they 
they had not provided their concerns in writing and 
still wanted written notes of their concerns so they 
could be ans,. etd _r wanted a note saying they were no 
longer concerned about acts of reprisal. (Gilbert later 
cautioned Brothers that this request might not be 
enforceable).  

Matkin stayed behind for a private discussion with 
Brothers. Matkin contacted Horn again also (date 
unknown). Matkin related that he was satisfied with 
explanations given and that he felt he was being dragged 
into a situation that he had no part of.  

Brothers asked Brown why the two were allowed to go 
back to work on August 28, 1981 without providing a 
statement. On September 1, 1981, Brothers also asked 
Mercer why the two were allowed to go back to work on 
August 31, 1981 without providing statements. Brothers 
was not satisfied with either of their responses.  
Mercer said he would try to get the statements.  

e. Wednesday, September 2, 1981 

Statements written by Matkin and A were received 
by Brothers, who found neither of them suxable, espe
cially 's, in that that they did not address 
their concerns as requested.A r's note merely 
confirmed that a meeting had b-eene-d on August 28 and 
that the problems of intimidation by Horn had been 
discussed.  

f. Other Discussions of Problems 

Several discussions were held over several days 
(Au ust 28 - September 1) by Brothers and Horn with A 
d and Matkin and also with NRC concerning the 

entire problem.  

g. Termination of a 

t••ewas told by Brothers on September 4, 1981 
ma be was being terminated because his work attitude 
and working relationship with the group leaders and 
fellow coworkers had deteriorated to the point where 
continued employment could not be justified.  

A wemorandua from Brothers to Gilbert documenting the 
termination and reasons for it was issued September 5, 
1981 (reference DD.l).
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A 
6. Supervision's Problem With 

The following is a succinct listing of the problems which 
HEU supervision, primarily Brothers and Horn professed to 
have with A. The investigators' observations are 
given for each problem area.  

a. Productivity not Entirely Satisfactory 

Horn had documented notes on verbal warnings/ 
discussions of numbers of inspections conducted in his 
diary on August 17, 22, 24, 25, and 28, 1981. As 
discussed in paragraph IV.A.2.a, there were two known 
dates of low productivity which apparently preceded 
August 17. It could not be conclusively ascertained 
whether either of those two dates were the subject of 
conversations noted above.  

b. Paperwork Sometimes Illegible, Ungrammatical, and 
Unclear 

The investigators could find very few, if any, of 
-A 's documents in original form, due to the 

practice in liEU of discarding the originals after 
rewriting. The investigators' efforts were frustrated, 
in part, due to inability of HEU supervision to locate 
the documentation of their document review efforts (see 
paragraph IV.A.8.b). Therefore, an independent assessment 
of this issue was not possible.  

c. Creation of Undesirable Working Relationships, Including, 
Threats of Bodily Harm 

Approximately five individuals interviewed stated that 
they had heard threats made to other persons by A.  
These were mostly of a general nature in that the 
recipients of the threats were not always known. Also, 
most of these threats did not-appear to be job related; 
one exception was threats directed toward the liEU QA 
Documentation Group, apparently because of negative 
feedback on paperwork from that group.  

d. Refusal to Follow Instructions 

The following are examples of what lIEU supervisors 
believed to be legitimate instructions which ?cCollough 
did not follow: 

(1) Not documenting concerns over threats and intimi
4ation as requested by Brothers on August 28.  

(2) Not reporting in to Brothers to discuss productivity 
each day the week of August 31 as had been requested 
on August 28.
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It should be noted that 's statement to 
(DOL revealed that he believed that Brothers had 

stated that reporting in was no longer necessary 
on August 31. This conflicts with the statement 
provided by Brothers to NSRS and with other infor
mation obtained.  

(3) Not bringing the forged QCIR to Horn for action as 
requested on August 21.  

7. Group Leader Horn's Relationship to Other Employees 

Most responders indicated that they got along fine with 
Horn, although some indicated this was not always the case.  
Supervision stated that he was uniformly hard on all inspec
tors in the past. They also stated that he had a negative 
attitude toward job shoppers at one time.  

8. Subsequent Actions 

a. Reprimand 

A formal reprimand was issued September 4, 1981 to the 
individual who signed s name in such a 
manner that it appearet beoriginal.  

b. R-82-16-BLN-01, Document Review Effort 

As a result of the first meeting on August 24, 1981, 
the HEU was instructed by Gilbert to review prior 
documents to determine the extent and nature of the 
problem. This review was initiated by issuance of QCIR 
12,486 on August 27, 1981 and nonconformance report 
(NCR) 1578 on August 26, 1981. The QCIR dealt with 
looking., at documents that had been rewritten to deter
-mine the effects. NCR 1578 controlled the analysis of 
the forgery problem. NCR 1578 was determined to repre
sent a significant condition adverse to quality but was 
not reportable to the NRC under 10CFR21 or IOCFR5O.55(e).  
At *the conclusion of the site portion of the investiga
tion, neither the QCIR nor the NCR had been closed 
(July 15, 1982). The investigators were informed that 
all QCIRs previously generated by HEU during 1981 were 
included in the review effort. The review revealed 
that numerous documents (greater than 80) had been 
rewritten or corrected by someone other tdan the author, 
but that no quality information had been lost.  

On July 8, 1982 the investigators requested that the 
documented results of the review effort be made avail
able for their review. As of July 15, the documenta
tion had not been located by iEU supervision. There 
appeared to be some question as to whether the review 
effort had been documented, even though QCIR 12,486 

/



requiret_tht t such docouentation be performed. Project 
- Jaa~~nen t Was informed that lack of documentation of 

S he review effort, if none indeed existed, appeared to 
-be contrary to site procedures.  

BNP-QEP 10.26, "Quality Control Investigation Reports," 
requires in-stepj 68, that "Engineering unit represen
tatives shall -initiate nlsessary activities a1d ispeci
tions per instructions or iuspections assigned by the 
QCIR disposition, .:-7- Step e.3.2 of QCF-10.26 
stipulates that-"-Wen a chinge is ma4e to-a-QCIR the 
QCIR shall be revised and r ycive the-same review and 
distribution-ai th- iri- aralr" 

The dispositio6n given~n QCIR 12, 486 was to review all 
QCTRs Initiated aftr- January 1, 198f for this condition 
(rewriting hy someune othe4 than the originator).  
During-the-review, three varieatjonz dr co-nditions of 
rewriting were to be nor•ed- The tog; numbers of all 
QCIRs reviewed were to "oe categorized per one of•-he 
three conditions and listed as an atLachabnt to1 he 
QCIR.  

In thqt no changes to the recommended-disposit:on were 
evident, the investigators expcted to see a liati: of 
atl QC!Rs reviewed a zngwvii~ a tabulation ýf thiose 
e-iex itt••i ge of the three conditions specified. As 
n.ted pre-iusly; at the ca&clusion of the site poction 
Sf the investigation, no docameT tatior had ben found 
(R-82916lpN01q. -. : 

-OTE: On4agst 3, 122, the-HEU Sypevisor transmitted 
a complete rcopyof QeiR 12,r -to the investigators.  
The documentation therein did not appear complete'in 
that- it stated that -nty 115 QCIRs were reilewed in 
analy;ing the problem per the recommended disposition.  
In that several hundred QCIRs were generated by HEU 
from January 1 1981 to Augat 27, 1981, it would 
appear that_-ither.a -complete review was not conducted 
or not documented. Either condition appears contrary 
to SNP-QCP 10.26.  

B. Findings on Related Matte-s 

1. R-82-16-BFN-02, Inconsistent Administration c fContract 
Employees 

The investigatora attempted to determihe the extent to which 
the administration of job shoppers by TVA is documented by 
policies and procedures and the degree of conformance to 
those procedures in this case.  

TVA CODE III PERSONAL SERVICES, May 2, 1980, describes the 
responsibilities ano authority of TVA Qrgaoizations aengaed

* '



in securing personal services contracts, but provides no 
details regarding the administration of individual contractors.  

In an interview with the Division of ConstrucLion (CONST) 
Personnel Officer it was learned that the only written 
policies or procedures used in administratively dealing with 
contract employees are the contract requirements. The 
contract between TVA and H. L. Yoh stipulates that TVA has 
the right at any and all times, upon written or oral notice, 
to have any of contractor's employees removed from assign
ment under the agreement. This provision was implemented at 
Bellefonte quite literally; that is, a job shopper could be 
discharged at any time, without a documented case showing 
just cause. This policy was uniformly expressed by all 
supervisors interviewed at the site. The Personnel Officer 
stated that based on his experience, performance expecta
tions were higher for job shoppers than for TVA employees, 
that TVA supervisors were less tolerant of *ob shoppers' 
mistakes, and the termination of a as handled 
routinely by his office. lie acknowledge that subsequent to 

A •'s termination, OGC had recommended that termina
ton or use of job shoppers (with the exception of unexcused 

absenteeism) be documented. CONST Personnel Office had 
attempted to implement this unwritten policy and the person
nel office was under the impression that the sites were in 
compliance. Lack of documentation of reasons for no longer 
desiring the services of contract employees leaves TVA vul
nerable to accusations of discrimination whenever an employee 
has voiced or voices concerns about nuclear safety or quality.  

The practice of terminating a job shopper appeared to vary 
widely within the HEU. From interviews with HEU supervision, 
investigators learned that when the decision was made to 
terminate a job shopper, he was typically called to the 
supervisor's office approximately 15 minutes prior to end of 
shift and told he was fired. One job shopper recently 
terminated was given a written two-week notice by an individual 
in HEU other than the HEU supervisor. According to the 
CONST Personnel Officer, TVA perscnnel cannot fire a contract 
employee, but must notify the CONST Personnel Officer who 
will in turn notify the Contractor. The Contractor then 
removes the employee from the site. This previously unwritten 
TVA requirement was recently emphasized to all projects in a 
form 45D dated August 2, 1982 from the CONST Personnel 
Officer.  

NSRS determined that there has been a lack of consistency in 
the administrative processes whereby job shoppers a:. con
trolled, but that some positive steps have been reconmended 
to achieve a degree of consistency. These steps, documenta
tion of details involved in the decision to terminate a job 
shopper for cause and the requirement that the Contractor, 
not TVA supervision, actually remove the job shopper from 
the site, should be prescribed in standard CONST Personnel 
procedures. Additionally, periodic routine evaluations of



job shoppers performance by TVA supervision should be per
formed and documented. Implementation of the measures 
should relieve TVA's vulnerability to potential abuses of 
the Energy Reorganization Act, as amended, as well as other "whistle blouer" statutes.  

2. Handling of Persons Who had Expressed Concerns 

In an effort to determine site management's attitude and 
practices towards personnel who had voiced concerns/differing 
opinions either to ViA or to NRC, the investigators reviewed 
the file of Employee Concern/Differing Opinion (EC/DO) 
investigations and received a list of site personnel known 
or suspected by management of having contacted NRC.; Of 22 
EC/DOs reviewed, none were identified as having been initiated 
by or investigated by any member of the HEU. Investigation 
of EC/DOs were noted, however, to be performed by supervision 
of the involved unit.  

Of 17 names provided by management of pe:sonnel whom had 
been in contact with the NRC Resident I~ispector, one was 
identified as having been in the KIM.  

Additionally, the names of 16 persons who had been terminated 
for cause were provided by site managemv'nt. None were 
contract employees, ,aor were any identified as having worked 
in HEU.  

From these sources, 22 official site personnel files were 
selected for review. At the site personnel office, 17 files 
were actually reviewed in detail. One file had been forwarded 
to the CONST Personnel Officer as required, and four were 
identified as contract employees on whom the site does not 
maintain personnel files.  

From the files reviewed it was determined that although 
there appears to be considerable inconsistency in the termi
nation process, all terminated employees had been terminated 
for normally acceptable causes (fighting on the job, drunk
eness on the job, falsification of time cards, inability to 
qualify, etc.). There was no evidence in any reviewed file 
that indicated discriminatory management attitudes or prac
tices directed against employees who had expressed concerns 
or differing opinions. In fact, two employees had been 
recently promoted.  

Selacted "unofficial personnel files" maintained by the 
Construction Engineer's office were reviewed for evidence of 
discriminatory practice or attitude. None was discovered.  

Selected contract eloyee personnel files, including those 
of Matkin and were reviewed in the CONST Personnel 
Office in KnoxvilliV esse files were found to contain the 
job shopper's resume, a TVA supervisor's recomendation for
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or against rehiring the employee, and for Matkin only, a 
performance evaluation. Salary history was available from a 
computer printout. The recommendations reviewed were signed 
b the HEU supervisor and recommended against rehiring A 
a " and in favor of rehiring Matkin and others.  

No substantive evidence of site management discriminatory or 
retaliatory practices against TVA or Contractor personnel 
who identify concerns to site management or the NRC was 
identified. However, a potential conflict was noted in the 
requirements icr handling EC/DOs per BNP-QCP 10.35.  

a. R-82-16-BLN-03, Potential For Bias in Investigating 
Employee Concerns 

The practice whereby investigation of employeee concerns 
initiated per BNP-QCP 10.35 is performed by the cognizant 
unit may not consistently produce objective results and 
could, in part, explain employee preference of contacting 
NRC. A more independent oiu,;Linization, such as the site 
QAU or site Quality Nanager should be routinely used to 
conduct investigations of EC/DOs, improving both the 
objectivity and perceived objectivity of the results.  

3. R-82-16-BLN-04, Lack of Supervisory Training for Group 
Leaders 

During discussions with Group Leader Horn and others, it 
became apparent that persons in this type of position had 
not received any type of training relating to their supervi
sory roles. While NSRS does not argue with project manage
ment's position that SE-type personnel cannot "hire and 
fire" subordinates, Group Leaders do in fact have other 
supervisory responsibilities. Therefore, it is recommended 
that a formal training program be developed and implemented 
to address issues, such as, but not limited to, the follow
ing: 

a. General supervisory practices, including supervisor/ 
subordinate interrelationships.  

b. Authorities and responsibilities of group leaders.  

c. TVA policy related to threats to employees, as part of 
the overall policy on expression of staff views or 
differing staff opinions.  

4. R-82-16-BLN-05, Lack of Awareness of TVA CODE II, EXPRESSION 
OF STAFF VIEWS 

The investigators found Ouring interviews conducted that 
there was a general lack of awareness of TVA CODE II 
EXPRESSION OF STAFF VIEWS and the role of NSRS in evaluating 
employee concerns relating to nuclear safety or quality
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among nonsupervisory personnel interviewed. This, coupled 
with the high availability of the NRC Resident Inspector, 
tends to explain in part why the NRC receives far more 
complaints and allegations than the NSRS. It is noted that 
the TVA policy on expression of staff views is briefly 
discussed in the Bellefonte employee orientation program.  
Also, copies of the CODE II are placed on several bulletin 
boards at th: site. Nevertheless, these measures have not 
been successful i, creating utilization of the process to 
any extent.  

NSRS concludes that increased attentioi. and training efforts 
are required to ensure that management policies in this area 
are well known and utilized when appropriate. These efforts 
should be extended to all TVA nuclear plants.  

5. R-82-16-BLN-06, Need for Independent Investigation and 
Documentation of Significant Hlatters 

As noted in Appendix B to this report, an attorney in TVA's 
Office of the General Counsel was assigned to follow the 
matter o0 f's termination following notification 
from DOL that a complaint had been received. Discussions 
with the attorney and review of the case file on this matter 
were conducted by the investigators in order to better 
understand OGC's involvement in the matter. Also, discus
sions were held with the attorney who prepared the draft 
response to the NRC. These discussions revealed that OGC's 
effort was one of "litigation preparation," that is, their 
role was to determine what type of case TVA had were the A 
- termination issue to be litigated. This effort 
involved discussions with the principals involved, primarily 
project and IHEU supervision, and review of documents provided 
by the site. Although a considerable amount of information 
was received and reviewed, OGC did not concider the effort 
to be an investigation in the classical sense. OGC did not 
prepare an investigation report.  

Regarding the effort of site and HEU superviiion in evalua"
ing/reviewing the issue of.i 's termination, the 
NSRS investigators iound that the HEU Supervisor had compiled 
a large amowunt of information (see reference DD). This 
package of information, provided to the OGC attorney on 
October 16, 1981, provided basically a chronology of events 
of late August and early September relating to the A
situation. The NSRS investigauors acknowledgi consT •.ble 
effort was made by the HEU Supervisor in compiling this 
information and documenting what had happened; however, this 
effort cannot truly be characterized as an investigation 
either, in that the lHEU Supervisor was not independent of 
the issue but was directly involved in the termination 
action.  

As noted above, the initial reponse to the NRC notice of 
violation was drafted by an OGC attorney other than the one
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who performed the "litigation preparation." The attorney 
most involved was not available when the request to draft 
the response came from CONST/OEDC, although he did review 
the draft before it was transmitLed to the Nuclear Engineering 
Branch (NEB) fo. their rcview and transmittal to the Office 
of Power (POWER). Reference E requested that Bellefonte 
provide input to the NRC response for both items of noncom
pliance in the NRC report (the Severity Level III and a 
Seveyity Level VI). Bellefonte provided input for the 
Severity Level VI via reference D on February 1, 1982.  
Regarding the level III violation, the investigators were 
unable to fully determine the exact sequence of events, but 
apparently OGC was requested to respond to it based on their 
investigation of the matter in October of 1981. Based on 
discussions with OGC and OEDC and project management repre
sentatives and review of correspondence via form TVA 45D on 
the response, it was noted that the OGC draft respnnse was 
coordinated with various groups. It was also noted that 
there were no substantive comments or changes to the OGC 
draft by those who reviewed it before it was sent to POWER 
by NEB.  

Based on the information summarized above and the information 
contained in references given in section VI and Appendix B, 
NSRS concludes that there was a lack cf understanding as to 
the nature of OGC's investigation of October 1981 and thus 
OGC's ability to prepare the response to the NF.C violation.  
NSRS further concludes that & formal investigation should be 
conducted anytime a Severity Level I, II, or III violation 
is received by TVA from the NRC. Also, investigations 
should be conducted for matters wherein violations of such 
severity might be received and for other situations involving 
unusually significant (quality or safety) or controversial 
issues. All such investigations should be documented via 
investigation reports.  

Such investigations should be systematic, exhaustive, and 
indepth examinations of the issues, Also, these investi
gations should be conducted by a group independent of the 
organization(s) involved and schooled in the investigative 
process. Additionally, the investigation findings would be 
used as the prime input for responses by TVA to the NRC, if 
required.  

C. Specific Conclusions Relative to the Apparent Violation 
(Level 11I) 

1. Based on the informatiop obtained during the investigation, 
NSRS concludes that Nriv was terminated for these 
reasons: 

a. -lailure to follow what HiEU supervisors believed to be 
legitimate instructions.
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b. He created undesirable working relationships with 

fellow workers and his supervision.  

c. Two apparently unproductive days (Saturdays).  

d. Threats made to other employees.  

e. It was easy to do so. This action illustrated and was 
consistent with the site policy regarding termination 
of job shoppers.  

A 2. NSRS further concludes Mr. was not terminated due to: 

a. L-w productivity in general.  

b. Inadequate documentation, including legibility, grammar, 
or overall ability to communicate in writing.  

NOTE: NSRS concludes that at least should 
not have been terminated forte reasons in and a and b 
above, in :hat available evidence did not substantiate 
these reasons.  

c. A threat of hiis going to the NRC.  

3. NSRS also concludes that TVA did not violate the Energy 
Reorganizaton Act, as amended, in that the personal services 
contract employee was released for legitimate reasons as 
summarized in paragraph IV.C.1 above.  

V. LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED 

A. Manalement and Supervision (Including Group Leaders) - Division 
of Construction 

1. W. R. Dahnke, Bellefonte Project Manager 
2. F. E. Gilbert, Construction Engineer 
3. P. L. Mercer, Assistant Construction Engineer 
4. -. H. Brothers, Supervisor, Hanger Engineering Unit 
5. D. R. Gillies, Supervisor, Field Hanger Engineering, HEU 
6. J. F. Barnes, Supervisor, Quality Assurance Unit 
7. D. D. Horn, Group Leader, QC Inspection, liEU 
8. W. R. Brown, Group Leader, Hanger Inspection, HEU 
9. G. L. Portwood, Group Leader, QA Documentation, lHEU 
10. W. W. Diel, Group Leader, Field Engineering, lIEU 
11. B. T. Castellow, Group Leader, System Engineers, HEU (CDI) 

B. Nonsupervisory - TVA and Contract 

7 Problem Solvers - NEU 
S Hanger QC Inspectors - HEU 
2 QA Documentation Reviewers



C. CONST Division of Personnel

1. J. M. Raines, Personnel Officer 
2. 8. Webb, BL4 Site Personnel Officer 

D. Office of the General Counsel 

1. H. H. Dunn, Staff Attorney 
2. R. M. Gutekunst, Staff Attorney 

E. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

J. D. Wilcox, BLN Resident Inspector 

F. OEDC Quality Assurance 

H. S. Martin, Assistant Manager, OEDC QA 

G. Personnel Contacted/Interviewed by Telephone 

I1.  
2. C. R. Matkin 
3. J. Giacalone 

VI. REFERENCES 

A. NRC Investigation Report Nos. 50-438/81-26 and 50-439/81-26 dated 
January 11, 1982 (NEB 820121 219) 

B. TVA response to the Notice of Violation in IE Report Nos. 50-438/ 
81-26 and 50-439/81-26 from L. M. Mills to J. P. O'Reilly dated 
February 10, 1982 (A27 820210 022) 

C. Memorandum from J. A. Raulston to L. H. Hills dated February 10, 
1982 providing OEDC response to the violations in IE Report Nos.  
50-438/81-26 and 50-439/81-26 'NEU 820210 270) 

D. Memorandum from W. R. Dahnke R. H. Hodges dated February 1, 
1982 providing Bellefoute's response to'the level VI violation 
identified in the NRC report (BLN 820204 111) 

E. Distribution sheet for endorsements dated January 21, 1982 
requesting inputs/response on the violations identified in NRC 
Report 50-438/81-26 and 50-439/81-26 (CONST was to provide input, 
coordinate with OGC).  

F. Memorandum (form TVA 45D) from H. S. Sanger, Jr. to J. A. Raulston 
dated February 1, 1982 transmitting draft NRC response (coordinated 
with W. R. Brown and W. R. Dahnke) 

G. NRC-OIE Inspection Report Nos. S0-438/81-21 and 50-439/81-21 
dated October 9, 1981 (NEB 811028 625)
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H. TVA response to Notice of Violation in IE Report Nos. 50-438/ 
81-21 and 5C-439/8121 from L. M. Mills to J. P. O'Reilly dated 
November 9, 1981 (A27 811109 002) 

I. Letter from Lloyd L. Christopher of the U. S. Department of Labor 
(DOL) to Herbert S. Sanger, Jr., dated October 6, 1981 notifying 
TVA of receipt by DOL of a complaint alleging discriminatory 
practices in violation of the Energy Reorganization Act 

J. Letter from Herbert S. Sanger, Jr., dated October 13, 1981 to 
Lloyd L. Christopher of DOL acknowledging receipt of the October 
6, 1981 letter 

K. Letter from Lloyd L. Christopher of DOL to Herbert S. Sanger, 
Jr., dated November 2, 1981 giving results of DOL investigation 
of the complaint (draft report) 

L. Letter from Lloyd L. Christopher to Herbert S. Sanger, Jr., dated 
November 6, 1981 stating that DOL had received a letter of settlement 
in the case and that DOL was terminating any further action in 
the matter 

M. Contrict No. TV 53764A, contract for personal services with H. L.  
Yoh Company effective May 4, 1980 (PSS 800507 004) 

N. First supplement to contract TV 53764A dated May 3, 1981 (AAA 
810505 006) 

0. Second supplement to contract TV 53764A dated October 8, 1981 
(AAA 811007 005) 

P. Third supplement to contract TV 53764A dated 'larch 5, 1982 (AAA 
820302 005) 

Q. Memorandum from K, T. Myers to Those listed dated February 16, 
1982, "Expiration of H. L. Yoh Contract," effective March 6, 1982 
(AAA 820226 001) 

R. TVA CODE III PERSONAL SERVICES, PERSONAL SERVICES CONTRACTS 
dated hay 2, 1980 

S. Memorandum from W. R. Dahnke to all construction employees at 
Bellefonte Nuclear Plant dated April 9, 1981, "Quality Assurance 
Program" (3LN 810409 054) 

T. Bellefonte employee orientation/indoctrination film dealing with 
the quality assurance program for construction 

U. TVA CODE II EXPRESSION OF STAFF VIEWS dated March 6, 1980 
(page 1) and April 30, 1981 (page 2) 

V. OEDC Quality Policy Memorandum (QPM) 80-1, "Differing Staff 
Opinions - Policy," dated N,.vember 24, 1980 (QAI 801205 003)
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W. Memorandum from W. F. Willis to All TVA Executive Managers, 
"Expression of Staff Views," November 17, 1981 

X. Quality Control Procedures - Bellefonte 

1. BNP-QCP 6.17, "Seismic Support Installation and Inspection," 
R3, Add 1, 6/15/82 

2. BNP-QCP 10.7, "Quality Assurance Records," R3, Add 4, 12/5/80 

3. BNP-QCP 10.7, Quality Assurance Records, R4, Add 1, 10/23/81 

4. BNP-QCP 10.4, "Nonconforming Condition Reports," R8, Add 2, 
3/9/81 

5. BNP-QCP 10.26, "Quality Control Investigation Reports," R4, 
3/20/81 

6. BNP-QCP 10.29, "Quality Assurance Training Program," R3, Add 
1, 6/1/81 

7. BNP-QCP 10.32, "Construction Engineer's Organization," R2, 
Add 1, 7/30/81 

8. BNP-QCP 10.35, "Employee Concerns and Differing Opinions," 
RO, 2/20/81 

Y. Bellefonte Organization Charts 

1. Construction Engi..eer's Organization Chart dated October 22, 
1980 

2. Hanger Engineering Unit Organization Charts (four sheets) 
dated July 9, 1982, as received (otherwise not dated) 

3. Hanger Engineering Unit Organization Charts (four sheets) 
circa 3rd and 4th quarter, 1981 (received from OGC) 

Z. Bellefonte Nonconforming Condition Report No. 1578 (BIN 810826 
113) 

AA. Bellefonte Quality Control Investigation Reports 12,298; 11,844; 
13,085; 13,821; 12.486; and others identified as having been 
rewritten by someone other than the originator 

BB. Determination for Reportability Worksheet for BLN NCR 1578 dated 
August 31, 1982 

CC. Selected personnel certification records 

DD. Information and Chronology package prepared by NEU supervisor 
consisting of:
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1. Memorandum from T. Brothers to R. Gutekunst dated October 
16, 1981, "Bellefonte Nuclear Plant - Termination of Ronald 
L. McCollough" with attachments A, B, C, D, E, and F 

2. Memorandum from T. Brothers to F. E. Gilbert dated September 
29, 1981, "Bellefonte Nuclear Plant - Complaint of Richard 
Hatkin and = ', Friday, August 28, 1981 

3. Typewritten sheet identified as prepared by T. Brothers 
titled "Circumstances Important in the Consideration to 
Terminate" 

4. TVA form 45D from A to P. Mercer and T. Brothers 
dated September 1, 191 , 10:2 p.m.  

5. Memorandum from P. Mercer to File dated September 1, 1981, 
"Job Threatening by Mr. Horn" 

EE. Division of Construction Personnel Files for selected individuals 

FF. Statements from selected persrcnel interviewed by NSRS submitted 
on voluntary basis during the period July 6, 1982 through July 
15, 1982, including first and second shift supervisors and coworkers 

GG. Hemorandum from W. F. Willis to H. N. Culver d-ted July 6, 1982, 
requesting performance of an investigation by the NSRS of the 
circumstances involved in the Level III violation at Bellefonte 
(GNS 820702 050).
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APPENDIX B 

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS 

5/28/81 

-" *assigned to Bellefonte as a hanger inspector through H. L. Yoh 
Company 

7/9/81 

M certified as a hanger inspector to BNP-QCP 6.17.  

8/8/81 

Hallman worked with allman's frst Saturday on the job, only did 
2 sway strut in t Go7s. e t tused his as an excuse not to do 
more work.A apparerly was assigned to help train Hallman.  

8/17/81 

Horn asked why he was only able to inspect two hangers on the 
previous Saturday, 15. Was told they were waiting on fitters to correct 
mistake. Told him not to wait, but write a QCIR. Also told his paperwork 
had too many mistakes.  

Approximately mid-August 1981 

hatkia discovers an inspection checklist written by someone else with his 
name on it. latkin aon Brown discuss with Portwood the next day. Per Brown, 
nothing was said to Horn at this point. Natkin states that Horn knew of 
the document.  

8/21/l1 
8/18/81 per 

A few days later discovered a QCIR of his that had been rewritten 
while taking papers trer lar to Ladd.Ai- said he would contact his 
layer, bondsman, and/or FrM, and that "they wT lt away with this." Steele 
was present, also Ladd. (No mention made of SC.) 

| - *west to rowu, was taken to Mercer wanted to talk to 
Prot s). Born was contacted by phone, told rrow that rothers had already 
gone home.  

Born wanted to see the document, get the practice stupped. Mercer explained 
options/avenues ti, tried to talk him out of going to the FBI and 
pursue the problema uti W.  

Mercer called Gi tt ho, lbert t lbert said be would look into the mstter on 
Monday 8/24. Gilbert cautioned Mercer not to try to interfere withr 
oing to the NC. Mercer explained that the FBI, not the IC had beenadTi4Q ed.
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8/22/81 

Only five inspections were mde by Natkin and on 8/21. Horn 
gave second warning regarding waiting on fitters.  

Monday, 8/24/81, approximately 3:00 p.m.  

Gilbert, Gillies, Horn, Portwood, Hatkin, , and Mercer attended 
a meeting in Gilbert's office.  

Discussion was of signing someone else's names, writing ability of inspectors.  

Regarding writing ability of inspectors, Gilbert stated words to the effect 
that if inspectors have problems communicating, assign them to other duties.  
(At the time Gilbert believed the two inspectors were direct TVA employees.) 

After the meeting, Horn confronted Patkin and a and told then that 
they were troublemakers for not following the chain of command and not fol
Lowing instructions. Also discussed mistakes in documentation, reiterated 
Gilbert's reassignment/transfer stateaesit. Giacalone overheard parts of 
this conversation.  

Monday, 24th or Tuesday, 25th 

Brown tells Hercer that Mtatkia and A have been threatened by Horn 
because they had gone to the NRC. rcera r tells them an SE-6 can't 
fire them, offered to give them name of a QC man in Knoxville to call, 
explained TVA policy on forbidding intimidation or retribution for employees 
who express concerns.  

Tuesday, 8/25/81 

Morn asked why they were only able to inspect S hangers. Stated they 
witnessed shim pulling and that Mercer wanted to talk to them. Horn asked 
thee to leave a note if they were kept from inspecting.  

Friday, 8/28/81 

Norn asked Hatkin and to explain why only 4 inspections were 
made. No satisfactory answer. Went to Brothers, who said 4 inspections were 
unsatisfactory. Starting 8/31. inspections ma4e by this team were to be 
discussed with Brothers on a daily basis.  

Mercer approached by before dinner who told his he suspected 
orn was •ing to f i or going to the NRC. morn and Brothers had 

talked to *!td HWagkis that day. Hercer called Gilbert who got 
Brothe& to IS . A eeting was held with Brothers, Morn, Brown, 
Hathia j, Giacalo.e, and Mercer attending.  

MatkaB d e felt too such pressure was being put eo them set s 
to aper -r w .
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Discussion of threat by Horn over inspectors going to NRC. Giacalone stated 
he had heard parts of the threat made by Horn. Brothers said they were under 
sno threat about NRC, but because their productivity wasn't high enough.  
Brothers explained TVA's policy to investigate matters concerning quality 
control and to do so without intimidation or reprisal.  

Brothers instructed Hatkin and to write down their concerns so 
he could give a written answer, gave t time to do so. Neither did on 
this date A• never did, saying he wanted to discuss it with his 
lawyer. (BotfprovE brief statements on 9/2/81, but these did not 
discuss the concerns.) Natkiu later wrote that he was satisfied.  

Monday, 8/31/81 
A 

Hatkin and stopped by Brother's office to report on number of 
hangers inspected as previously requested on 8/28. Brothers disappointed 
that they had not provided their concerns in writing, still wanted written 
note of their concerns so they could be answered or give his a note saying 
they were no longer concerned about acts of reprisals.  

Hatkin stayed behind for a private discussion with Brothers. Hatkin contacted 
Born again also (date unknown). Natkin related that he was satisfied with 
explanations given and that he felt he was being dragged into a situation 
that he had no part of.  

Brothers asked Brown why the two were allowed to go back to work without 
providing a statement. Brothers also asked Nercer why the two were allowe4 
to go back to work without providing statements. Brothers was not satisfied 
with either of their responses. Nercer said he would try to get the statements.  

Wednesday, 9/2/81 

Statements received by Brothers, neither of them were suitable, especially 

Thursday, 9/3/81 

Hatkia reported number of inspections to Brothers and explained why he couldn't 
report the previous night.  

8/28-9/1/81 

Several discussions wer held over several days with nA Wm aa d Hatkin 
and also with RC conrermiag entire QC problem, by Irothers and orn.  

Friday, 9/4/81 

Letter of repri-.4d issued to Portwood from Gilbert regarding changes to 
docueefts and s i ain o sther persoe's eme.  

S tole i Brothers he is being terminated because his work attitude 
*nworkig re toesbhip with his group leade&s &ad fellow coworkers had
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deteriorated to the point where continued employment could not be 
justified.  

MHem issued from Brothers to Gilbert documenting termination on 9/5/81.  

Second note written from Natkin to Brothers saying his concerns over job 
threats and intimidation have been resolved.  

10/5/81 

Wirs letter of complaint dated 10/2/81 received by DOL.  

10/6/81 

DOL notified TVA by letter of complaint received.  

10/13/81 

Letter from Sanger to 30L. Acknowledged DOL letter, stated that Gutekunst 
was assigned to the matter.  

10/14/81 

45D, Sanger to Willis, noted that DOL letter had been received, Counsel 
tavestigating the matter.  

11/2/81 

Letter from DOL to Conger giving results of DOL investigation. Complaint 
substantiated, action required of TVA stipulated. (Was to become a final 
report in five days unless TVA appealed.) 

11/4/81 

Settlement reached by -- ,. TVA, and Yoh.  

11/6/81 

Letter from DOL saying they had received letter of settlement and were 
teminating any further action on this matter.  

1/11/82 

NC issued level III violation. (Report o6s. 50-438 and 439/81-26 based 
e navestiptioe cooducted 8/31/81-10/1/81) 

1/21/82

IU received report (MU 820121 219).  
used by NUI (Love) to request response 
provide input by 1/29/82, responseaes to 
sbeiittal.)

Distribution sheet for endorsements 
fromee Dabae, . ger. (Dabake to 
he coordinated with Counsel before
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Date Unknown 

Request made by OEDC and/or project managment that General Counsel provide 
the draft response on the level III violation.  

1/25/82 

45D from Kiimons to Willis 
Notifies Willis of receipt cf level III violation, and OEDC plans to deny.  
Also stated that Counsel was preparing a response to the NRC based on their 
investigation of the situation at the time of the discharge.  

1/28/82 

45D from Beasley to Dunn 
Stated that the draft response looked very good, please continue to coordinate 
with Brown. Also, response in final form needs to go to Willis.  

2/1/82 

45D from Sanger to Raulston 
Transmitted draft NRC response, states that it was coordinated with Brown 
and Dahnke.  

Bellefonte responded to the level VI violation through EN DES project manager 
(BIN 820204 111).  

2/5/82 

45D Kinmmoas to Willis 
Stated that OGC, with input from Construction, had prepared the final response 
(attached to memo) based on OGC's investigation completed last fall.  

2/10/82 

MB transmitted response to POWER for submission to the NRC (IEB 820210 270).  

Hills to O'Reilly (A27 820210 022) 
TVA response transmitted tf the NRC.  

7/1/82 

Telephone conference conducted between representatives of POWER, OSDC, 
OGC, and BILM. Decision made to request NSRS involvement.  

7/2/82 

MSRS verbally requested to perform an tnvestigation (first contacted on 
7/1/82). Kidd and Harrison assigned to conduct investigation.  

7/6/82 

Willis to Culver (GNS 820702 050) 
SSM formally requested to perform an investigation of the matter.
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7/6-22/82 

ISM investigation conducted at site and in Knoxville.
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Io : H. G. Parris, Manager of Power, 500A CST2-C 

FROM : H. N. Culver, Director of Nuclear Safety Review Staff, 249A HBB-K 

DATE : .August 20, 1982 

SUBJECT: SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2 - NUCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW STAFF 
REVIEW REPORT NO. R-83.-17-SQN - ROUTINE REVIEW OF PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED 
OPEN ITEMS 

Attached is the NSRS report of a routine review conducted at SQN during 
the period July 6-8, 1982 regarding followup of previously identified 
NSRS iteps.  

Our review resulted in the closure of 17 previously identified items.  
There are now no ro'ttine review items considered open at SQN. This 
does not include special review open items, such as fire protection, 
security, and operator training. No response to this memorandum is 
required. Your cooperation at the plantsite was appreciated.  

The details of all items closed out are provided in section IV of the 
attached report and correspond to applicable items in section II.  

If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact R. W. Travis 
at extension 4814 in Knoxville.  

H. N. Culver

RWT:LML 
Attachment 
cc (Attachment): 

G. F. Dilworth, E12D46 C-K 
MEDS, W5B63 C-X

HSRS FILE

Buy U.S. Savines Bonds Resularlv on the Payroll Savitns Plan
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I. SCOPE 

This was a routine review of previously opened items of concern to 
the Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) which were still open as of 
the date of this plant visit. The open items reviewed were only 
those identified during routine reviews. This does not include 
special purpose reviews, such as operator training, fire protection, 
etc.  

II. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMlNDATIONS 

No new recommendations were made in this review report.  

III. STATUS OF PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED OPEN ITEMS 

A. R-80-05"SQN-03, Nitrogen Cover Gas on Primary Containment 
Electrical Penetration 

The Division of Nuclear Power (NUC PR) responded to this concern 
and considers it an enhancement which does not warrant further 
action. The NSRS accepts this conclusion. This item is closed.  
See section IV.A for details.  

B. R-80-05-SQN-05, Additional Operator Training for Hydrogen 
Control 

NUC PR has trained operators to the extent possible and is 
awaiting generic procedures from the owners' group. The NSRS 
finds this acceptable. This item is closed. See section IV.B 
for details.  

C. R-80-05-SQN-07, Potential nesign and Installation Problems 
Associated with Flexible Metal Conduit 

A review of procedures shows this concern to be adequately 
addressed. This item is closed. See section IV.C for details.  

D. R-80-O5-SQN-11, Siltation and Clam Buildup in Systems 
Utilizing River Water 

NUC PR has implemented procedures to adequately address this 
concern and is continuing research in this area. This item is 
closed. See section IV.D for details.  

E. R-81-05-SQN-01, RHR and Letdown Isolation 

NUC PR has revised procedures and implemented training to 
adequately address this concern. This item is closed. See 
section IV.E for details.  

F. R-81-05-SQN-02, Personnel Statements and Logs 

From conversations with plant staff and observations, .-s 
concern appears to be under control. This item is closed.  
See section IV.F for details.
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G. R-81-07-SQN-01, Employee Concern No. 79-12-01, Required Material 
Not in Sequoyah FSAR - Safety Concern on'ERCW Pumping Station 

The Division of Engineering Design (EN DES) has written a response 
to NSRS agreeing with the concern and committing to address the 
issue in the next revision to the FSAR. This item is closed. See 
section IV.G for details.  

H. R-81-07-SQN-02, Lack of Maintenance Instructions 

NUC PR has written three instructions and a surveillance instruc
tion to fully address the NSRS concern. This item is closed. See 
section IV.H for details.  

I. R-81-07-SQN-03, Lack of Management Control of Surveillance 
Program 

NUC PR has drafted a revision to the standard practice ?ssigning 
responsibility to Plant Services for keeping the Surveillance Pro
gram in agreement with the latest technical specifications. This 
item is closed. See section IV.I for details.  

J. R-81-07-SQN-04, Inaccurate Organization Representation 

A proposed revision to the technical specification has been 
submitted to the NRC showing an accurate organizational chart, 
and the DPMs are being replaced by area plans. This appears 
to be an adequate response. This item is closed. See section 
IV.J for details.  

•e•. • 4' K. R-81-O8-SQN-06, trrors and Inconsistencies in Sequoyah Nuclear 
Plant Instructions 

2-5/ ' Plant Services is responsible for ensuring that all plant instrucr07• •/•• tions are reviewed every two years and has a system to ensure the 
review is completed. This item is closed. See section IV.K for 
details.  

L. R-81-24-SQN-02, Inadequate Trip Switch Identification 
Utilized in TI-67 

NUC PR considers this an enhancement which would not enhance 
safety and plans no further action. The NSRS accepts this con
clusion. This item is closed. See section IV.L for details.  

M. R-81-27-SQN-01, Need to Identify at Affected Procedural 
Points that a Test Deficiency Had Been Written Against It 

NUC PR has revised standard practices to require that the NSRS 
recommendation be followed. A review of implementation has 
shown compliance with the revised standard practice. This item 
is closed. See section IV.M for details.



N. R-81-27-SQN-02, Need for Identifying a Data Reviewer When 
Completing Supportive Data Sheets for Acceptance Testing or 
for Operational Limitations 

NUC PR will comply with the NSRS concern where they consider 
it appropirate but will not commit to doing it every time. The 
NSRS accepts this response. This item is closed. See section 
IV.N for details.  

0. R-81-27-SQN-03, Revision of SQN FSAR Section 14 to Reflect 
Accurately the Unit 1-Unit 2 Startup Program 

NUC PR has a written commitment to address this concern in the 
revised FSAR. This item is closed. See section IV.O for details.  

P. R-82-O1-SQN-01, Unreviewed Safety Question Determination (USQD) 
Required on SU-7.3.1 Procedural Controls 

NUC PR has written a USQD for this concern and NSRS considers 
this adequate. This item is closed. See section IV.P for 
details.  

Q. R-82-01-SQN-02, Need to Provide Minimum Nuclear Safety 
Review Criteria in Evaluating USQDs 

Although NUC PR does not wish to write a checklist as recom
mended by NSRS, the latest revised standard practice for USQDs 
is much superior to previous revisions. This item is closed.  
See section IV.Q for details.  

IV. DETAILS 

All items addressed in this report arc previously identified open 
items. No new areas were reviewed. In the last Sequoyah routine 
review report, R-82-01-SQN (reference I), all open items were 
listed for the convenience of the plant staff. NSRS was pleased 
with the method used by the plant staff in preparing for the NSRS 
reviewer prior to this review. The method was not in a written pro
cedure but was well organized. If this type cooperation had been 
received by NSRS personnel on previous reviews, several of the out
standing open items would probably never have been opened. The coordi
nation of the Compliance Staff between the NSRS and other plant sections 
allowed the reviewer to close out items in a short time that had been 
open for years.  

A. R-80-05-SQN-03, Nitrogen Cover Gas on Primary Containment 

Electrical Penetration 

The NSRS initially recommended that NUC PR: 

1. Ensure that each electrical penetration is pressurized 
with nitrogen to 15 psig.
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2. Assign responsibility and prepare procedures that address 
how the penetrations and manifold system will be periodically 
inspected for leaks.  

3. Revise SI-157 (reference C.3) to reflect how local leak rate 
testing of electrical penetrations will be impacted by the 
nitrogen manifold system.  

4. Determine whether or not these findings are reportable to 

NRC.  

During this review NUC PR responded thbt: 

1. Penetrations are kept at 15 psig by the manifold system, 
but are capable of being filled and capped at each 
penetration.  

2. SI-658 (reference C.7) has been prepared to verify manifold 
system integrity.  

3. The nitrogen manifold system is isolated during the performance 
of SI-157.  

4. The nitrogen manifold system is not safety relited or a 
required system. It is a self-imposed system. The pene
trations are capable of being filled with the nitrogen 
and capped at each penetration. We see no reason to 
inform NRC.  

Upon review of SI-658 data sheets, it was determined that nitrogen 
pressure tests for the nitrogen manifold were being performed as 
required. SI-157 states that Sl-658 for verifying nitrogen pres
sure at each penetration "should" be conducted. There was no "shall," 
thus no requirements. The NSRS has determined that the proper level 
of NUC PR management is aware of all implications of not calibrating 
each pressure gauge for each penetration. There appear to be no con
crete requirements for NUC PR to do more than it is now doing and 
since this is an enhancement for system reliability, NSRS considers 
this item closed.  

B. R-80-05-SQN-05, Additional Training for Hydrogen Control 

NSRS had stated in the initial report that: 

"NUC PR's response to NSRS in a memorandum from H. G. Parris 
to H. N. Culver on this matter should be revised to specify how 
NUC PR plans to modify the generic hydrogen control procedures 
being developed by the Westinghouse Owners' Group for dry contain
ments to account for the SQN ice condenser containment design." 

In conversations with plant personnel it was determined that the 
Westinghouse Owners' Group had not addressed the ice condenser 
containment design. TVA is pushing the group to consider the ice



condenser and the group has committed to modify the generic hydrogen 
control procedures to incorporate the ice condenser containment.  
TVA has already scheduled training for operators in hydrogen control 
procedures and will schedule simulator time when the procedures are 
completed. Since TVA is actively pursuing this issue with the 
owners' group and it appears that the plant and NUC PR is 
doing all it can at this time; this item is considered closed.  

C. R-80-05-SQN-07, Potential Design and Installation Problems 
Associated with Flexible Metal Conduit 

From NSRS report R-81-12-SQN the following was reported: 

"NSRS discussed flex hose jnd flexible metal conduit instal
lation practices ,uQ procedures with outage and plant staff 
personnel. Only three flex hoses have been installed by 
NUC PR, and the revised G-40 was followed since there was no 
NUC PR procedure. Discussions with outage and plant staff 
personnel revealed that they agreed with the NSRS reviewer on 
the need for a written NUC PR instruction. Consequently, NSRS 
recommended that an instruct:on for the installation of flex 
hose be written by NUC PR usi,'g the guidelines presented in G-40.  

M&AI-6, 'Installation of Conduit and Junction Boxes,' revision 0, 
November 8, 1979 (reference F), a NUC PR procedure that addressed 
flexible metal conduit installation methods, has been reviewed by 
NSRS. It was found to contain most of the guidelines set forth 
in General Construction Specification G-40, except for details 
on the minimum bending radius allowed for various sizes of 
flexible metal conduit.- Consequently, NSRS recommends that 
NUC PR revise M&AI-6 to include the minimum bending radius 
criteria listed in G-40. This is necessary to ensure adequate 
seismic installation." 

Upon review of revision 2 of M&AI-6 it was determined that all 
NSRS concerns have been met. This item is closed.  

D. R-80-05-SQN-11, Siltation and Clam Buildup in Systems 
Utilizing River Water 

NSRS initially recommended that NUC PR should: 

1. Expedite the completion and implementation of their pro
posed heat exchanger performance and preventive maintenance 
programs for the heat exchangers that use river water.  

2. Expedite the development of a schedule for the timely 
implementation of the ERCW piping changeout authorized 
by ECN L-5009.  

From R-81-12-SQN, NSRS recommended that NUC PR should: 

3. Complete SI 61A.1 which addresses the inspection of ERCW 
ipling for corrosion products and clam accumulations.



4. Determine if procedures will be written to address the 
use of flow and temperature measurements instead of 
visual inspection as a method of detecting clams.  

5. Complete development of their preventive maintenance program 
for SQN.  

From conversations with plant personnel item 3 was closed in 
NSRS report R-82-01-SQN. During this review, it was determined 
that SI-566 (reference C.5) hWs been written and performed once 
and will be performed again next spring. SI-566 was reviewed and 
considered adequate. This completes items 1 and 4. For item 5, 
the preventive maintenance is ore of an ongoing i.ature. What is 
now being done may or may not be adequate. NUC PR appears to be 
expending a full effort in this area. NSRS will continue to 
monitor this effort but it considers this item closed. For item 2, 
TVA has a written commitment to the ERCW piping changeout and NSRS 
considers this item closed.  

E. R-81-05-SQN-01, RHR and Letdown Isolation 

In the initial report on this subject it was stated that: 

"NSRS recommends that the EOIs should be updated to adress LOCAs 
while on RHR cooling. In particular, the isolation of It.-own 
and RHR hot leg suction from the RCS should be accomplished to 
prevent additional draining of the RCS and fossible cavitation 
of the RHR pumps. Since the operators failed to recognize the 
need to do this, we also recommend additional operator training 
on LOCAs while on RHR cooling." 

From R-81-12-SQN the foliowing was reported: 

"During this review period the NSRS reviewer discussed NUC PR's 
response with the SQN Operator Training Officer. The operators 
had received training on the event immediately after the spray 
event during their weekly onsite training sessions. The NUC PR 
report was discussed in depth. In addition, during the second 
week of the requalification program, all of Lhe operators received 
additional classroom instruction and simulator training on the 
event. Finally, plant procedures are being revised to specify 
the required operator actions during a LOCA while on RHR cooling.  

This item remains open pending completion of plant procedure 
revisions." 

During this.review EOI-0, revision 8 (referevce G), was reviewed 
and it appears to adequately address response to a LOCA while in 
the RHR mode. According to plant personnel, the reouired training 
has been given in the use of this revised procedure.  

This item is closed.



F. R-81-05-SQN-02, Personnel Statements and Logs 

From R-81-05-SQN it was stated: 

"NSRS recommends training for the operations personnel and shift 
technical advisors (STAs) on preparation of detaiiled logs and 
statements, especially those involving an accident or incident.  
Also, we recommend that someone with operations knowledge and 
authority read each statement and ask for more detail where 
required before the personnel leave the site after an event.  
Moreover, NUC PR should consider assigning someone the responsi
bility of maintaining a log when an event occurs." 

From R-81-12-SQN the following was reported: 

"In NUC PR's response it was stated that 'the Plant Superin
tendent and Assistant Plant Superintendent of Operations dis
cuvsed in detail the spray event with the appropriate Operations 
personnel and requested additional information and clarification 
before they left the plant following the event.' It is obvious, 
as stated in our previous report on this item, that all of the 
information was not included in the statements. Discussions 
with the supervisor of the Compliance Staff confirmed this.  
Consequently, NSRS reiterates the need to use good management 
practices and sound j..dgment to ensure accurate records of an 
event. This is essential to minimize the impact of review/audit 
groups on the plant staff and especially to be able to recreate 
the sequence of events after an accident." 

After conversations with plant personnel during this review and 
the witnessing of plant activities over the last year, NSRS 
concludes that staff members are aware of the significance of 
obtaining good statements and records and are requiring that 
these be obtained. This item is closed.  

G. R-81-07-SQN-OI, Employee Concern No. 79-12-01, Required Material 
Not in Seguoyah FSAR - Safety Concern on ERCW PMping Station 

In the initial report it was stated that: 

"NSRS recommended that EN DES amend the SQN FSAR as previously 
requested and as committed to by EN DES. Since the barge col
lision analysis had been completed and since the other recom
mendations identified in the NSRS report had been addressed 
in draft FSAR amendments, NSRS felt that completion of the item 
would not impact unit 2 fuel load and therefore implementation 
should be completed in a timely manner." 

From R-81-12-SQN the following was reported: 

"NSRS concurs with the response to our recommendations and 
with the draft FSAR sections. However, this item remains open 
pending issuance of amendments 68 and 69 for the SQN FSAR."



After reviewing the EN DES response, NSRS considers this written 
commitment adequate even though amendment 69 has not been issued.  
A complete revision of the SQN FSAR is being written and a review 
of that document could possibly cause the NSRS tc reopen this 
issue. This item is now considered closed.  

H. R-81-07-SQN-02, Lack of Maintenance Instructions 

In the initial report it was stated: 

"The NSRS recommended that an instruction or group of instruc
tions be written by NUC PR for repair and/or replacement of 
the incore and excore flux monitoring detectors." 

From R-81-12-SQN the following was reported: 

"NUC PR's response to our recommendation is acceptable. NSRS 
plans to review the procedures (IMI-92-SRPC, IRIC, and PRIC) 
when they are received and the newly written SI-671 during a 
later review period." 

The procedures IMI-92-SRPC (reference e.1), IMI-92-IRIC (reference E.2), 
and IMI-92-PRIC (reference E.3) were reviewed and found to be ade
quate. From conversations with plant personnel it was determined 
that the new surveillance instruction was SI-301 instead of SI-671.  
After reviewing SI-301 (reference C.4) it was found to be adequate.  
This item is closed.  

I. R-81-07-SQN-03, Lack of Management Control of Surveillance 
Program 

In the initial report NSRS recommended that: 

1. NUC PR review SQA 41 (reference B.1) and correct it to include 
all technical specification surveillance requirements.  

2. NKC PR assign responsibility for maintaining SQA 41 as a 
c-rrent document in i written program.  

3. NUC PR address the NSRS' concerns listed in section V.B.3 
of NSRS report R-81-07-SQN.  

4. NUC PR reconsider the appropriateness of using SQA 41, 
a document not reviewed by PORC, as the primary basis 
for scheduling-surveillances.  

From R-81-12-SQN the following was reported: 

"NUC PR's response to our recommendations did dot address the 
problem we identified. We recommended that NUC PR assign respon
sibility for maintaining SQA 41 as a current document. NUC PR 
responded that the QA staff periodically updated SQA 41.  

During the initial review the QA jupervisor ntated that he did 
not have responsibility for updating or ensuring correctness of
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SQA 41 after the first review (by plant QA) which followed issuance 
of the unit 1 license and technical specifications. Conversations 
with other section supervisors revealed that they felt no responsi
bility for ensuring correctness of the entire surveillance 
requirements listing in SQA 41. Consequently, NSRS does not 
feel that this item is resolved. Further discussions with the 
plant staff will be held during a later NSRS review. This 
item remains open.  

Finally, NSRS recommended that NUC PR should reconsider the 
appropriateness of using SQA 41, a document not reviewed by PORC, 
as the primary basis for scheduling surveillances. This recom
mendation still applies after conversations with plant staff.  
Presently the plant staff is using this document to schedule sur
veillance testing, as required in SI-1. NUC PR should realize 
the potential problems of using an undpproved document, especially 
one that is not controlled for revisions to the Technical Specifi
cations surveillance requirements." 

In conversations with plant personnel during tfis review, it was 
found that Plant Services now has the responsibility for ensuring 
that SQA 41 (reference B.I) is correct. SQA 41 is being revised 
to give full responsibility for cross-checking and updating that 
document to the Plant Services. The draft of the revised SQA 41 
was reviewed and found to be adequate.  

Some deficiencies previously identified in SI-128 (reference C.2), 
SI-3 (reference C.I), and SQA 41 were reviewed and found to have 
either been corrected in a recent revision or a notation made to 
change it. The item requiring a change was caused by a recent 
change in technical specifications which would have deleted part 
of an SI now being conducted. This item is closed.  

J. R-81-07-SQN-04, Inaccurate Organization Representation 

In the initial report NSRS recommended that: 

1. The SQN FSAR, N-OQAM, DPM N74A20, and the SQN-1 Technical 
Specifications be revised by NUC PR to be consistent and 
to depict the current plant organization.  

2. NUC PR delete table 13.1-1 of the SQN FSAR, if possible, 
or change it to list those individuals, and their quali
fications, who presently hold positions as key staff 
specialists.  

3. Section 13.1.3.2 of the SQN FSAR and N-OQAN, part III, 
section 6.1, be revised by NUC PR to require 10 years 
of responsible power plant experience for the Assistant 
Plant Superintendent.  

From R-81-12-SQN the following was reported.  

"This item remains open pending issuance of the revision to 
chapter 13 of the SQN FSAR and of the revised DPH No. N74A20."
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TVA is in the process of rewriting the FSAR and changing to 
area plans for items pref;ently covered by DPIs. NSRS is dropping 
this issue with the understanding that a resolution will be made 
in the revisions. It has also been noted that a revision to SQN 
Technical Specifications showing actual current plant staffing has 
been requested from the NRC. This item is closed.  

K. R-81-07-SQN-06, Errors and Inconsistencies in Sequoyah Nuclear 

Plant Instructions 

In the initial report NSRS recommended that: 

1. SQN procedures and instructions be reviewed in depth 
as time permits to assure that up-to-date and accurate 
guidance is provided to plant personnel in a tim•ely 
manner.  

2. The comments in section V.B.6 of NSRS report R-81-07-SQN 
be evaluated by NUC PR and incorporated, as determitied to 
be appropriate, into the applicable instructions in a 
timely manner.  

From R-81-12-SQN the following was reported: 

"NSRS pointed out that if we could find so many problems with 
a few plant procedures in such a brief review period, then 
the plant staff should make an honest effort to review and 
revise all plant procedures in a timely fashion. NUC PR's 
response indicated that AI-4 should take care of our concern.  
NSRS is aware of the requirements for procedure preparation, 
review, and approval as stated in AI-4. However, we feel that 
it is not being adequately implemented. Consequently, our 
previous recommendations still apply. NSRS will discuss this 
with plant staff during a 6ubsequent review." 

During this review it was determined that the responsibility for 
ensuring that all procedures are reviewed periodically belongs 
to Plant Services. To ensure that each plant procedure is reviewed 
periodically as required by AI-4 (reference 4), a file is kept with 
a folder for each week listing things to be accomplished that week.  
Included in the listing are procedures to be reviewed. This appears 
to be adequate. One problem arose when it was noticed that a review 
is made of all procedures once every two years. AI-4 states that 
the review will be every year. There was a draft revision to AI-4 
changing "every year" to "every two years" in the plant review cycle.  
This proposal was reviewed and found to adequately resolve the 
apparent conflict. This item is closed.  

L. R-81-24-SQN-02, Inadequate Trip Switch Identification Utilized 
in TI-67 

In the initial report NSRS stated that: 

"The trip switch Identification nomenclature in TI-67 is not con
sistent with current plant switch identification practices, NSRS



found cases where the plant unique identification for trip switches 
was not being utilized necessitating review of instrument tabulations 
to correlate vendor-supplied component identification to the cor
responding plant switch designaticn.  

The NSRS recommended that the SQN plant staff evaluate TI-67 and 
other applicable procedures for switch/componeat identification 
consistency and usefulness to the plant employee utilizing this 
information." 

This item was considered an enhancement by the NSRS. From conver
sations with plant persornel, it was determined that this is not 
a problem for them but the change could cause confusion and that it 
would probably not be cost effective to add the information requested.  
This item is closed.  

M. R-81-27-SQN-O1, Need to Identify at Affected Procedural Points 
that a Test Deficiency had been Written Against It 

The NSRS had stated that completed procedural steps or data 
sheets are not identified with a unique test deficiency number 
to indicate a test deficiency had been written against them 
thereby closing what appears to be an open loop.  

NSRS recommended that NUC PR evaluate establishing a policy to 
annotate test data sheets and procedural steps with the unique 
test deficiency number at the point a discrepant condition is 
identified.  

During this review it was determined that SQA 44 (reference B.2) 
had been revised to add a requirement that test deficiencies 
be identified in the body of the test and on data sheets for any 
test at SQN. This meets the recommendation made by NSRS. SU 9.1 
(reference D) was reviewed for implementation of this practice and 
was found to be adequate. This item is closed.  

N. R-81-27-SQF-02, Need for Identifying a Data Reviewer When 
Completing Supportive Data Sheets for Acceptance Testinj 
or For Operational Limitations 

NSRS concluded that calculations, hand-plotted data, etc., used 
to support acceptance tests or to provide operational limitation, 
such as generation of rod withdrawal curves when the moderator 
temperature coefficient has been determined to be positive, do 
not reflect directly that the data was reviewed by an independent 
source.  

NSRS recommended that the SQN plant staff evaluate requiring 
suppo:tive data that aids in meeting acceptance criteria or 
provides operational limitations to undergo the same program 
and reviewer signature requirements as normal test instruction 
data sheets.



The plant staff considered the NSRS recommendation. Plant per
sonnel will not commit to requiring this independent review 
and signoff but is performing it where it is deemed appropriate.  
Plant personnel do not think it should be required for machine
plotted graphs. Since this was an NSRS enhancement, the item is 
closed.  

0. R-81-27-SQN-03, Revision of SQN FSAR Section 14 to Reflect 
Accurately the Unit 1-Unit 2 Startup Programs 

NSRS reported that NRC apparently has mistakenly amended SQN FSAR 
prior to Licensing's approval of TVA's recommended FIAR revisions.  

NSRS recommended that NUC PR revise the SQN FSAR to acc.LArately 
reflect the unit 1-unit 2 Startup Test Programs as described 
in NSRS report R-81-27-SQN, section IV.B.2.c.  

NUC PR responded in a memorandum from H. J. Green to H. N.  
Culver (reference J) that the SQN FSAR is presently being updated 
as required by 1OCFR50.71(e). As part of this update, chapter 14 
will be changed to accurately reflect both the preoperational and 
startup test programs for both units 1 and 2.  

NSRS considers this adequate. With the written commitment, NSRS 
is closing this item. If, after the updated FSAR is issued and 
the revision is less than adequate, the issue could be considered 
again. This item is closed.  

P. R-82-01-SQN-01, Unreviewed Safety Question Determination 
Required on SU-7.3.1 Procedural Controls 

In a memorandtim from H. J. Green to H. N. Culver (reference K), 
NUC PR responded to this concern. The NSRS considered this 
response adequate. An USQD was written. The USQD would have 
been written anyway using the latest SQA 119 (reference 8.3) 
dated June 30, 1982, since the test in question was described in 
detail in the FSAR, Table 14.1-2, part III. SQA 119 states: 

"An 'instruction' is described in the FSAR if the specific 
practice or method being changed is delineated in FSAR text.  
Just because the title of an instruction is mentioned in the 
FSAR does not mean the practice or method is described. For 
example, suppose the FSAR said that a procedure on Calibration 
of Sump Level Indicators must be in place before licensing but 
gave no dttails on the calibration method, a change to this 
instruction would result in B (1) being marked 'No'. Suppose 
that the FtSAR said that the Plant Superintendent will be immed
iately notified of the receipt of new fuel and a revision was 
made in the FHI to say the Shift Engineer would be notified.  
In this case, B (1) would be marked 'Yes'." 

Using this criteria, the USQD should be written. This item is closed.



Q. R-82-01-SQN-02, Need to Provide Minimum Nuclear Safety Review 
Criteria in Evaluating USQDs 

In a memorandum from H. J. Green to H. N. Culver (reference K), 
NUC PR responded to this concern. NSRS also reviewed SQA 119 
(reference B.3) dated June 30, 1982 and compared it with SQA 119 
dated May 28, 1982. The latest revision is a great improvement 
over the previous version. Much more guidance is given thus making 
it much easier for someone using it to perform adequately. This 
item is closed.  

V. DOCUMENTS REVIEWED (REFERENCES) 

A. Administrative Instruction, AI-4, "Plant Instructions - Document 
Control," R37 

B. Standard Practices 

1. SQA-41, "Sequoyah Nuclear Plant - Surveillance Test Program" 

2. SQA-44, "Plant Startup Test Program" 

3.- SQA-119, "Unreviewed Safety Question Determination" 

C. Surveillance Instructions 

1. SI-3, "Daily, Weekly, and Monthly Logs," R19 

2. SI-123, "Emergency Core-Cooling Systems Residual Heat 
Removal Pumps, Units 1 and 2," R16 

3. SI-157, "Testable Penetrations, Units 1 and 2," R8 

4. SI-301, "NIS Detector Maintenance, Units 1 and 2," RO 

5. SI-566, "ERCW Flow Verification Test, Units 1 and 2," R9 

6. SI-599, "Periodic Calibration of the Electrical Penetration 
Nitrogen Pressure Instrumentation (Conditional), Units 1 and 
2," R3 

7. SI-658, "Electrical Penetration Nitrogen Supply Header 
Pressure Integrity Test," R2 

8. SI-668.1, "ERCW Pipe Corrosion Monitoring Instruction, 
Unit 2," RI 

D. Startup Test Instruction, SU 9.1, "10% Load Swing Test" 

E. Instrument Maintenance Instructions 

1. INI-92-SRPC, "Source Range-Proportional Counter Testing," R4 

2. IHI-92-IRIC, "Intermediate Range-Compensated Ion Chamber 
Testing," R3



3. IMI-92-PRIC, "Power Range-Uncompensated Ionization Chamber 
Testing," R4 

F. Modification and Additions Instruction, M&AI-6, "Installation of 
Conduit and Junction Boxes," R2 

G. Emergency Operating Instruction, EOI-O, "Immediate Actions and 
Diagnostics, Units 1 and 2," R14 

H. Sequoyah Final Safety Analysis Report 

I. $SRS Report No. R-82-01-SQN, March 29, 1982 (GNS 820329 050) 

J. Merorandum from H. J. Green to H. N. Culver dated May 7, 1982, 
"Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2 - Nucl ar Safety Review 
Staff Review Report No. R-82-01-SQN" (GNS 820511 100) 

K. Memorandum from H. J. Green Li H. N. Culver dated July 29, 1982, 
"Sequoyah Nuclear Plant - Comments on NUC PR Response to NSRS 
Report No. R-82-01-SQN (L16 820726 804) (GNS 820802 100) 

L. Memorandum from H. G. Parris to H. N. Culver dated May 9, 1980, 
"Sequoyah Nuclear Plant - Hydrogen Control," (GNS 800512 102) 

VI. PERSONNEL CONTACTED 

*A. M. Carver, Sequoyah Compliance Staff 
J. E. Cross, Assistant "la~L superintendent 
R. W. Fortenberry, Supervisor, Results Section 
R. L. Hamilton, Supervisor, Quality Assurance Section 

+*W. R. Harding, Supervisor, Compliance Staff 
Z. M. Kabiri, Supervisor, Plant Services 
J. A. "cPherson, Supervisor, Engineering and Test Section 
L. . i•obles, Supervisor, Operations Section 

*Preseat at exit meeting, July 8, 1382 
+Senior station representative at exit meeting.




